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GOALS FOR TODAY’s CLASS

1. Might changing technologies / tools impact 
ownership, sharing, and innovation frameworks 
underlying genetic and biological engineering?



Property Rights are Important   
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The first U.S. patent, issued to Samuel Hopkins on July 31, 1790, 
for an innovative way of making "pot ash and pearl ash" -- source, Wikipedia

1. Define and scale 
relationships 
among parties

2. Support 
investment and 
returns

3. Rights 
frameworks 
change over time
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vs

1. ~10 step biosynthesis project leading to artemisinin 

2. ~$25 million research and development budget

3. Strong, traditional patent-based property rights program

4. Enable and preserve freedom to operate

Example: UC Berkeley, Amyris Inc., & One World Health 
team up against malaria!

What About Biotech Today?











;;; Scheme code for Twenty-One Simulator [PS2 Fall '90]

(define (twenty-one player-strategy house-strategy)
  (let ((house-initial-hand (make-new-hand (deal))))
    (let ((player-hand
           (play-hand player-strategy
                      (make-new-hand (deal))
                      (hand-up-card house-initial-hand))))
      (if (> (hand-total player-hand) 21)
          0                                ; ``bust'': player loses
          (let ((house-hand
                 (play-hand house-strategy
                            house-initial-hand
                            (hand-up-card player-hand))))
            (cond ((> (hand-total house-hand) 21)
                   1)                      ; ``bust'': house loses
                  ((> (hand-total player-hand)
                      (hand-total house-hand))
                   1)                      ; house loses
                  (else 0)))))))           ; player loses

http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/psets/ps2tw1/readme.html
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Synthetic Biology as Tools Revolution
DNA Sequencing

Read Out the Genetic Code

Recombinant DNA

Basic “Cut” & “Paste”

Polymerase Chain Reaction

Amplify & Make Simple Changes

First 
Gen.

Biotech
=

...

Next 
Gen. 

Biotech
Adds
New 
Tools

=





Carlson, Pace & Proliferation of Biological Technologies, Biosec. & Bioterror. 1(3):1 (2003)





The Copyright Act of 1976 stipulates (section 102):

    (b) In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, 
process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is 
described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work. 

Congress attempted to clarify the situation for computer programs 
(Rep. No. 473, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 54 (1975)):

    Section 102(b) is intended, among other things, to make clear that the expression adopted by the programmer is 
the copyrightable element in a computer program, and that the actual processes or methods embodied in the 
program are not within the scope of the copyright law. 

and the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU), 
wrote in its final report (1978):

    Where could a meaningful line of demarcation be drawn? Between flow chart and source code? Between source 
code and object code? . . . The Commission believes that none of these is appropriate. The line which must be drawn 
is between the expression and the idea, between the writing and the process which is described. 

Evolution of Property Rights
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E.g., copyright law was extended to cover software decades ago.
More recently software patents have been pursued.

From MIT Course 6.805/STS085: Software and copyright law
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1. 2008 iGEM budget 
worldwide ~$4 million

3. Patent filings on all 
new 2008 parts would
cost up to $37.5 million 

4. iGEM and the parts 
collections continue 
to grow (geometric)

(synthetic biology meets property rights)
Connection or Collision?

Example: 
2008 iGEM competition resulted in 1,500 new BioBrick Parts being 
developed last year, produced by students across 30 countries.

2. Commercial freedom
to operate unclear
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1. DNA sequencing and synthesis technologies make 
genetic information and material interconvertible

(synthetic biology meets property rights)
Connection or Collision?

Second Example: 

2. Material transfer agreements are thus becoming less 
relevant

3. Sequencing and synthesis tools improving geometrically
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Collision!!!
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Challenge or Opportunity?

Experiments and advancements in the business models and 
ownership, sharing, and innovation frameworks will be at 
least as important to our future biotechnology successes 
and competitiveness as will be the advancements of our 
educational programs and research laboratories.



“Proprietary software divides the users and 
keeps them helpless, and that is wrong.”

Richard Stallman, Free Software Foundation
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Past Lessons & Inspirations

“The first Unix application would be a 
word-processing program to be used 
by AT&T's patent-writing group.”

http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571 http://www.time.com

http://www.boycottnovell.com/2009/03/14/

Early 1970s Mid 70s to Mid 90s

Free, Open Tools

“Who can afford to do professional work for 
nothing? ... Nothing would please me more 
than being able to hire ten programmers and 
deluge the hobby market with good software.”  
Bill Gates, Microsoft, Inc.

Today

http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/print/1571


Patents:   

Copyright:

Contracts:

Public Domain:

Sui Generis:
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Standard practice Slow & expensive

Cheap, easy to Use Could be too strong. 
Not used today

LeakyDefined agreements

Cheap, fast May not offer protection.  
Hard to build community

Could be exactly right Expensive & political
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Is a new prop. right needed?

What features would you want?


